Understanding the Internal Classification Report

The *Internal Classification Report* provides the status and details of proposed positions submitted for classification information. This report is for use by the CSD Classification Unit and CSD Leadership only.

The parameter page is where you will choose your report filters.

---

**Internal Classification Report Parameters**

- **Status of Action**: Select the status of the actions you would like retrieved. Select "All Actions" if you would like to see both active and completed actions.
- **Report Range (Start/End Date)**: The report will display only actions that were received by HR within your specified date range.
- **Generate report using**: Indicate whether you would like the metrics in your report calculated using Calendar Days (includes weekends and Federal holidays) or Working Days (excludes weekends and Federal holidays).
- **IC**: Indicate if you wish to filter the report by a specific Institute or Center (IC) or if you wish to view all ICs.
- **Search Admin Code**: Indicate whether you would like to view actions for a specific admin code, a root admin code, or ‘All.’ By choosing ‘By Exact Match’ you can enter a specific admin code and the report will only return actions for that admin code. By choosing ‘Begins With,’ you can enter the root admin code for an organization. For example, if you enter HN32, the report will return all actions that have an admin code beginning with HN32 (HN3212, HN32A, etc.).
• **HR Specialist:** Indicate whether you would like to see actions for which a specific CSD Branch HR Specialist is responsible, or choose “All” to return all actions.

• **CU Classifier:** Indicate whether you would like to see actions for which a specific CSD Classification Unit Classifier, or choose all to return all actions.

• **Classified By:** Indicate whether you would like to see actions handled by the Branch HRS, the Classification Unit, or all actions.

• **Request Initially Supportable?** Indicate whether you would like to see actions which were initially supportable at the series/grade requested.

• **Type of Actions:** Indicate whether you would like to see Ad Hoc Classifications only, Regular Classifications only, or all.

After you have selected your report parameters, click the ‘Generate Report’ button to retrieve your report.

**Internal Classification Report**

The report lists essential information such as WiTS #, Action Status Code, IC, Admin Code, Organization Initials, and Requested and Classified Position Information. It also displays whether or not the request was initially supportable, whether the classification was supported by GSSG or PPW, and modifications made to the PD and/or other comments, and the number of days the action has been active since it was received in HR. In addition, to the metrics discussed below, the Branch HR Specialist and the CU Classifier (if applicable) are also displayed.
About Metrics

WiTS counts the number of days between each interval of dates in the following fields: Date Rec’d in HR/(Date Missing Docs Rec’d), Date Class Started, and Date Class Completed. The counts are displayed under the related columns in brackets:

The time between the Date Class Started and the Date Class Completed is displayed as the “Number of Days to Classify.”

Exporting and Printing

This report can be printed or exported to Excel, PDF, or Word by clicking on the icon on the toolbar: